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Liability
In no event shall Labrie Enviroquip Group assume liability for any incidental, consequential or 
special risks or damages arising from the use or misuse of the information provided herein, breach of 
warranty, breach of contract, negligence, strict tort liability or any other legal theory and/or 
hypothesis.

Such damages include but are not limited to: loss of profits, savings, capital or revenue, loss of use of 
refuse body, parts, components or assemblies, cost of rental equipment, facilities or services resulting 
from downtime, claims from third parties (including customers) of injury or damage of property, cost 
of towing, transporting or storing equipment, cost of lodging and transportation for any persons.

All risks and damages, incidental or otherwise, are entirely the responsibility of the user.

Labrie Enviroquip Group will not assume responsibility for errors or omissions or subsequent design 
changes with regard to the materials provided herein.

NOTE: Manual subject to change without notice.
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Introduction

The purpose of this manual is to introduce operators 
to the operational procedures of the ALLEY-GATOR 
RIGHT-HANDTM. For information regarding 
maintenance procedures, refer to the maintenance 
manual of the ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM.

Pre-operating Instructions
It is imperative that you have carefully reviewed this 
manual prior to operating and/or performing any 
maintenance on your new ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-
HANDTM Automated Side Loader.

Upon receipt of your new ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-
HANDTM, perform a complete lubrication of the unit. 
Mechanisms must be properly lubricated (see 
lubrication decal affixed to the side of body for details). 
Factory lubrication is adequate for production and 
transport purposes only. In addition, the return filter 
element must be replaced after 50 hours of use. Refer 
to the maintenance manual for instructions.

Mission Statement
Labrie Enviroquip Group is dedicated to provide 
innovative designs, customized quality equipment and 
elite customer service.

Vision Statement
The team at Labrie Enviroquip Group will successfully 
lead the way the world views waste management. We 
will excel at enhancing our community and protecting 
the global environment. We are committed to being a 
profitable company for our customers, shareholders 
and employees.

Warning! ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HAND
TM units must be 

operated by only one person.
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Introducing the ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM

The ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM is a straight-frame, side-loading vehicle, manufactured to the 
highest standards, designed to fully automate the collection of residential and commercial trash and 
organics.

The Right-Hand™ arm (Figure 1-1), which is a zero-grab arm, is ideal for narrow streets. Its very long 
reach (12 feet), in-line design and great lifting capacity (1000 lbs) makes bin collection real easy even 
between parked cars and other obstacles. The Right-Hand™ arm delivers the smoothness, the 
precision and the speed you expect from an automated arm.

Figure 1-1      Right-Hand™ arm

The ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM uses a special type of packing system that is perfect for organic 
collection: the Pendulum Packer system.

Also, the ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM offers a wide array of features: its hopper is leak free, has no 
blade and no clean-out door. The single stage packing cylinders are located outside the hopper protected 
from trash and waste products. The Pendulum packing system eliminates trash “build-up” behind the 
packing panel allowing the hopper to “self-clean”; hence no need for the operator to clean behind the 
blade.

The result is a productive, safe and easy-to-maintain truck fitted perfectly for organics collection.

Product Overview

The ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM has everything you need to perform your work efficiently: a large 
hopper, fast packing cycles, an efficient unloading process, great payload capacity and powerful 
hydraulics.
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Figure 1-2      The ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HAND
TM

Body’s main components are the hopper (see Figure 1-4), the packer (see Figure 1-3) and the tailgate 
(see Figure 1-3).

The hopper is the area of the body where refuse is dumped. The packer is the piece of equipment that 
pushes refuse into the body. The tailgate is the rear pivotal door that prevents refuse from exiting the 
body during collection. At landfill, the tailgate is raised to enable the discharge of refuse.

Figure 1-3      Pendulum type packer (left); tailgate (right)

Figure 1-4      Hopper
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In the cab, you will find the console on which the auto-pack and hydraulic pump switches are located 
(see Figure 1-5) as well as the arm joystick (see Figure 1-6) and the auxiliary arm/gripper controls, if 
equipped (see Figure 1-7).

Figure 1-5      In-cab control console (standard version, left; built-in version, right)

Figure 1-6      Arm joystick

Figure 1-7      Auxiliary arm/gripper controls (optional) w/ deadman switch (right)
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Standard Limited Product Warranty
Subject to the other provisions hereof, LABRIE ENVIROQUIP GROUP, hereinafter called “Labrie” 
warrants that all new Labrie products (the “Product”) shall be free of defects in material and 
workmanship under normal use and service for a period of ONE (1) YEAR after delivery to the first 
registered customer/end-user.

WITHOUT LIMITATION TO THE OTHER PROVISIONS HEREOF, THIS PRODUCT 
WARRANTY DOES NOT COVER:

 Any and all components or parts of the Product, including without limitation the vehicle chassis, 
which are not manufactured and installed by Labrie, whether or not they are covered by an 
original manufacturer’s or supplier’s warranty;

 Paint;
 Damages resulting from abuse, misuse of the Product or from negligence or accidents;
 Damages resulting from use of the Product other than for its intended purpose or in a manner 

other than its intended normal use and service;
 Damages caused by improper maintenance of the Product including, without limitation, failure to 

comply with the maintenance requirements set forth in the Product’s Parts and Maintenance 
Manual;

 Damages caused by the operation of the Product with parts or components known by the 
customer/end-user to be defective or in need of maintenance;

 Parts, components or systems which have been modified without the express authorization of 
Labrie or of an authorized Labrie distributor;

 Repairs which are not completed or otherwise expressly authorized by Labrie or an authorized 
Labrie distributor;

 Repairs or modifications which have been authorized by Labrie or an authorized Labrie 
distributor that are performed by personnel which is not qualified to perform such repairs or 
modifications;

 Normal wear item parts including, without limitation, oils, fluids, filters, tracks, rollers, wear shoes, 
tailgate seals, chains, divider blades and normal wear of the steel structure;

 Any and all adjustments and maintenance resulting from normal use and service of the products.
For the purposes of this warranty, normal use and service means the operation of the new Product for 
fifty (50) hours per week for its intended purpose and in compliance with the operation and 
maintenance instructions which are provided by Labrie in the Product’s operation and maintenance 
manuals. It is the customer/end-user’s responsibility to make sure that all operators are familiar and 
comply with the operation manual and the warning decals on the Product.

In the event a part or component of the Product fails or becomes defective during the warranty period 
and, in the opinion of Labrie, such failure or defect results from Labrie’s material or workmanship, the 
part or component shall be repaired or replaced by Labrie or an authorized distributor at no cost 
provided that the unit is brought to an authorized distributor’s service facility. However, the 
aforementioned repair or replacement of parts or components may be performed by the customer/
end-user as provided herein if specifically authorized by Labrie or an authorized Labrie distributor.
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Because the Product is engineered to work only with genuine Labrie parts and components, this 
warranty shall be void and of no effect if i) the Product is modified other than by Labrie or by an 
authorized Labrie distributor or other than in accordance with a specific authorization and 
instructions from Labrie or from an authorized Labrie distributor or ii) if parts and components of 
any other manufacturer are used as substitutes for genuine Labrie parts and components.

LABRIE MAKES NO WARRANTY AS TO MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR USE, 
LEGALITY OF OPERATION IN ANY JURISDICTION OR ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF 
ANY KIND OR NATURE. LABRIE SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL OR 
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY KIND OR NATURE. NO OTHER PERSON, FIRM, 
CORPORATION, INCLUDING THE LABRIE DISTRIBUTOR, CAN BIND LABRIE TO ANY 
WARRANTY OTHER THAN THIS WARRANTY OR OTHERWISE MODIFY SAID 
WARRANTY.

Labrie reserves the right to redesign and/or discontinue the manufacture of parts, components, and 
Products.

This limited warranty may be transferred to subsequent end-users within fifteen (15) days of the 
Product transfer provided that Labrie is notified in writing within the said fifteen (15) day period.
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To Contact Labrie Plus

In the U.S.

Address: 1198 Shattuck Industrial Blvd.

LaFayette, GA 30728

Toll Free: 1-800-231-2771

Telephone: 1-920-233-2770

General Fax: 1-920-232-2496

Sales Fax: 1-920-232-2498

Parts and warranty: During business hours, 8:00 AM to 6:00 PM Eastern Standard Time

Technical Support Service: Available 24 hours

In Canada

Address: 175A Route Marie-Victorin

Levis, QC G7A 2T3

Toll Free: 1-877-831-8250

Telephone: 1-418-831-8250

Service Fax: 1-418-831-1673

Parts Fax: 1-418-831-7561

Parts and warranty: During business hours, 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM Eastern Standard Time

Technical Support Service: Available 24 hours

Website: www.labriegroup.com

E-mail: sales@labriegroup.com

IMPORTANT: For technical support and parts ordering, the serial number of your vehicle is required. Therefore, 

Labrie Enviroquip Group recommends to keep record of the information found on the VIN plate, 

which is located in the cab.
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Safety

Safety comes first and Labrie Enviroquip Group is 
committed to your safety. Ultimately, safety is 
everyone’s responsibility when operating or 
maintaining your ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM 
Automated Side Loader. Make it your first priority! Be 
aware and apply the safety practices and features 
detailed in this manual.

ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM equipment operators 
are required to become knowledgeable with the 
operation procedures as well as the safety precautions 
of all operating applications. Refer to the pertaining 
sections of this manual prior to operating your ALLEY-
GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM unit.

Maintenance personnel should not perform any 
maintenance on the equipment if they are not well 
acquainted with the operations of the equipment as 
well as all safety precautions related to such operations.

Labrie Enviroquip Group will not accept any 
responsibility for failures and/or injuries caused by 
repairs done by the user and/or any persons other than 
authorized Labrie Enviroquip Group representatives.

Safety Precautions for the 
Employer

Labrie Enviroquip Group strongly believes that safety 
is a team effort. With this in mind, we encourage the 
employer to implement the following guidelines:

 Provide all employees – both operators and 
maintenance personnel – with proper safety 
procedures and training. Ensure that they are 
provided with the proper vehicle operation training 
and continually monitor their operational 
procedures. It is necessary that they have reviewed 
the ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM manuals and 
are familiar with all the warning decals on the 
vehicle.
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 Provide operators with the necessary route rules and regulations. Instruct operators on awareness 
to road hazards such as people, obstructions and overhead hazards. Please ensure that all vehicle 
safety features, such as body safety prop and tailgate prop, are utilized by your personnel when 
operating or servicing the ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM.

 Provide and inform employees to wear the necessary safety equipment.
 Ensure that a vehicle and safety equipment inspection is performed daily. Document the 

inspections, including all maintenance, repair and malfunction items. Keep inspection documents 
complete and current.

IMPORTANT: Under no circumstances should your ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HAND
TM be operated if damaged or 

malfunctioning. Have all repairs performed immediately.

Safety Precautions for the Employee
As an operator or maintenance employee, it is your responsibility to follow these guidelines:

 Ensure that you have been provided with safe operating and/or maintenance service training and 
procedures by your employer prior to operating the vehicle or performing maintenance service.

 Carefully read this manual.
 Obey proper operating procedures, safety guidelines and warning decals.
 Use the vehicle only as intended.
 Perform a daily vehicle inspection that includes the body and all operating systems, all vehicle 

safety equipment and safety decals located on and in your vehicle. Ensure that the inspection is 
documented and bring any defects to the attention of your supervisor.

 Prior to leaving for your daily route, ensure that all mirrors, windows and lights are clean and 
properly adjusted. Ensure that all cameras and monitors are properly adjusted and operating 
correctly.

 Do not operate any vehicle while under the influence of alcohol, narcotics or other intoxicants.
 Do not leave the vehicle before it is brought to a complete stop and work brake or parking brake is 

applied.
 Know where to get assistance in the event of an emergency.
 On your daily route, or during your service duties, stay safe. Obey all safety decals and safe 

operating procedures. Watch for other people, obstructions and overhead hazards.
 Always utilize the vehicle safety features, such as tailgate prop and hoisted body prop.
 Remember to wear all safety equipment when loading and packing refuse or while performing 

service duties.

IMPORTANT: Under no circumstances should you operate damaged or malfunctioning equipment. Report all 

malfunctions to your supervisor immediately.
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ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM Road Rules
Rule the road with safety. Stay safe and help keep those around you safe. Prior to performing your 
daily route, know and obey the route rules and regulations provided by your employer and follow 
these important guidelines. As an operator you should never do the following:

 Drive with the body raised.
 Drive with an unlocked tailgate.
 Exit the cab without engaging the chassis parking brake.
 Back up the truck while unloading refuse.
 Hoist the body while on uneven ground.
 Prop a loaded body with the hoist safety prop.
 Enter the hopper or main body unless the engine is shut off, the key is removed and there is an 

out-of-service tag on the steering wheel.
 Stand under a raised body without the safety prop in place.

Safety Decal Categories
Recognizing and understanding the safety decals affixed to your vehicle can prevent damage and 
could prevent injury or even death. Decals fall into the following four categories:

DANGER: (White letters on Red Background) Extreme hazard of severe injury or death.

WARNING: (Black letters on Orange Background) Danger of death or severe injury.

CAUTION: (Black letters on Yellow Background) Danger of injury or equipment damage.

NOTICE: (Black letters on Purple Background - no safety symbol) Practices not related to 
personal injury.

Figure 2-1      Safety decal categories
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Safety Decals and Locations
Pay careful attention to all safety decals and warnings while operating/working in and around the 
ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM Automated Side Loader. Keep your decals clean and in good 
condition at all times. For replacement decals, either individual or complete decal kits, call LabriePlus 
at 1-800- 231-2771 in the U.S. or 1-877-831-8250 in Canada, and order using the part numbers as 
printed on the bottom of the decal or as depicted on the following pages. Bilingual decals are available 
in English/Spanish or English/French versions.

Be sure to familiarize yourself with the following decals.

P/N 0605-760 - English/Spanish
P/N 159874 - English/French
Located left side of arm. Also both 
sides of vehicle near tailgate locks

P/N 0605-776 - English/Spanish
P/N 159872 - English/French
Located on hopper cover,
both sides of vehicle

P/N 0605-809 - English/Spanish
P/N 0401-538 - English/French
Located in cab, on the doghouse
Also on body, left side of ladder, 
if equipped

P/N 0605-788 - English/Spanish
P/N 0401-535 - English/French
Located on both sides of tailgate
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P/N 84459 - English/Spanish
P/N 84458 - English/French
Located both sides of tailgate

P/N 0605-768 - English/Spanish
P/N 159873- English/French
Located on body, right side of 
ladder, if equipped

P/N 0605-802 - English/Spanish
P/N 179003- English/French
Located inside cab

P/N 0605-815 - English/Spanish
P/N 0401-543 - English/French
Located on body, left side of ladder, 
if equipped
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P/N 0605-804 - English/Spanish
P/N 159866- English/French
Located on dash inside cab
Also on body, left side of ladder, if 
equipped

P/N 0605-813 - English/Spanish
P/N 0401-541 - English/French
Located on the battery box

P/N 0605-835 - English/Spanish
P/N 0401-536 - English/French
Located near body prop, both 
sides of vehicle

P/N 0605-831 - English/Spanish
P/N 0605-690- English/French
Located on body, left side of arm
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P/N 0605-840 - English/Spanish
P/N 0605-691- English/French
Located on body, left side of arm

P/N 0605-843 - English/Spanish
P/N 0401-542- English/French
Located on the front face of the
hydraulic tank

P/N 0605-846 - English/Spanish
P/N 0401-551- English/French
Located on the front face of the
hydraulic tank

P/N 0605-856 - English/Spanish
P/N 0401-537- English/French
Located on body, high left side of 
ladder

P/N 0605-864 - English/Spanish
P/N 159869- English/French
Located on both sides of vehicle, near 
tailgate locks
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P/N 0605-859 - English/Spanish
P/N 58692 - English/French
Located on both sides of the vehicle, 
on the frame rail

P/N 0605-854 - English/Spanish
P/N 159871 - English/French
Located on body, behind ladder, 
if equipped

P/N 0605-853 - English/Spanish
P/N 159870- English/French
Located on both sides of back door, 
near tailgate props

P/N 47777 - English/Spanish
P/N 79839 - English/French
Located mid-height, right side of back door; 
also on cab front end

P/N 0605-967 - English/Spanish
P/N 0401-552 - English/French
Located on the hydraulic tank
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P/N 159868- English/Spanish
P/N 159867 - English/French
Located on both sides of vehicle, near body props

P/N 0605-794 - English/Spanish
P/N 0401-532 - English/French
Located on both sides of tailgate

P/N 0401-553 - English/Spanish
P/N 0401-467 - English/French
Located on body, behind arm

P/N 0401-557 - English/Spanish
P/N 0401-540 - English/French
Located on body, behind arm and 
left side frame rail
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P/N 0401-554 - English/Spanish
P/N 0401-531 - English/French
Located on body, behind arm

P/N 47520 - English
P/N 47521 - French
Located on front bumper (optional)

P/N 179015- English/French/Spanish
Located on left side body wall near 
the hydraulic oil cooler

P/N 0401-525 - English/Spanish
P/N 0401-526 - English/French
Located on console inside cab

P/N 159876 - English/Spanish
P/N 159875 - English/French
Located on dash inside cab
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P/N 84373- English/Spanish
P/N 84372- English/French
Located inside cab next to auxiliary 
arm controls

P/N 32272
Located inside cab, 
left side seat base

P/N 173657 - English/Spanish
P/N 173656 - English/French
Located inside cab, left side 
windshield frame

P/N 84406 - English
P/N 84407 - French
Located inside cab, 
auxiliary arm controls

P/N 185403
Located inside cab, 
joystick base
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P/N 195900 - English
Located on right side body wall

Example of lockout tag
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P/N 47702 - Located on body right side wall
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P/N 204566
Located on doghouse inside cab 
(units with built-in console only)

P/N 204565
Located on doghouse inside cab 
(units with built-in console only)

P/N 204559
Located on doghouse inside cab 
(units with built-in console only)

P/N 204560
Located on doghouse inside cab 
(units with built-in console only)

P/N 204561
Located on doghouse inside cab 
(units with built-in console only)

P/N 204562
Located on doghouse inside cab 
(units with built-in console only)

P/N 204563
Located on doghouse inside cab 
(units with built-in console only)

P/N 204564
Located on doghouse inside cab 
(units with built-in console only)
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Operating Safely
Prior to operating the ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM Automated Side Loader, the operator must be 
completely familiar with the location, operation and function of all controls and indicators related to 
the operation of the vehicle. Refer to “In-Cab Control Console” on page 41.

Please remember, the safe way is the right way!

NOTE: Your unit may not have all the safety features explained here. Check with your supervisor or 
maintenance department if you have any questions or concerns.

Safety Features

Automatic Grease System

When properly maintained, this optional system automatically ensures that the custom selected 
points either on the body/chassis receive the required amount of grease.

Counter Balance Valves

Counter balance valves provide a hydraulic lock to prevent cylinders from bleeding oil back into the 
system. Also, these valves prevent cylinders from retracting in the event of a hose failure. On the 
Alley-GatorTM vehicles, a counter balance valve is used to lock the pendulum when it is in the up 
position and there is no hydraulic power.

Grease Manifold

The centrally mounted grease manifold provides external grease nipples for all internal grease points, 
which removes the need for maintenance personnel to enter the body to grease cylinders and pivot 
points.

Figure 2-2      Grease manifold
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Pilot Operated Check Valves

The pilot operated check valves prevent the discharge of oil out of a cylinder in the event of hose 
failure (see Figure 2-3).

Figure 2-3      Pilot operated check valve

Environmental Spill Kit (optional)

This kit is used to contain hydraulic oil or diesel spill due to component failure. Consult with your 
maintenance and safety personnel for availability and location.

Figure 2-4      Optional environmental spill kit

Access Ladder Proximity Switch (optional)

Installed on the access ladder, this proximity switch disables/locks out all hydraulic functions when 
the ladder is deployed.

NOTE: Only on units equipped with an access ladder.
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Figure 2-5      Extension ladder proximity switch with ladder deployed (left) and in stored position (right)

IQAN MDM Master Control Module

The ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM is equipped with an in-cab IQAN MDM, either mounted on the 
doghouse (standard model) or built in the doghouse.

Figure 2-6      The IQAN MDM (standard and built-in models)

The IQAN MDM is the main unit of the central control system. It contains the system’s application 
software. In addition, the MDM contains a visual interface screen that displays text, parameters and 
other settings. All communication with the control system takes place from the MDM via the CAN-
bus network.

Various error and warning messages may appear on the IQAN MDM screen to warn the operator to 
certain conditions. In some cases an accompanied buzzer sounds. Those messages are similar to the 
following:

ARM NOT PARKED: This warning message will appear on the screen when the arm is extended and 
is not in the home position. If the vehicle is in motion and the arm is not parked, pedestrians may be 
injured and/or other obstacles may be struck.

Visual interface screen Visual interface screen
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PACKER BLADE STALL: This warning message will appear on the screen if the packer blade has 
stalled. Stalling will occur if the body is full or if an object has jammed the packer blade.

BODY RAISED: This warning message will appear on the screen and a buzzer will sound if the body 
is not firmly seated on the chassis. The body should only be raised during unloading and 
maintenance.

TAILGATE OPEN: This warning message will appear on the screen and the backup alarm will sound 
if the tailgate is not fully closed. The tailgate should only be open during unloading and 
maintenance.

ACCESS LADDER: Your ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM may be equipped with an access ladder. If 
so, this warning message will appear on the screen and a buzzer will sound when the access ladder is 
deployed. All hydraulic functions become disabled when the access ladder is deployed.

HYDRAULIC OIL TEMPERATURE: This warning message will appear on the screen and a buzzer 
will sound if the hydraulic oil temperature becomes dangerously high. Continuing to operate the 
hydraulic functions may result in serious damage.

HOPPER COVER: Your ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM may be equipped with a hopper cover. If 
so, a warning message will appear on the IQAN MDM screen to alert you that the hopper cover is 
closed.

Fire Extinguisher

The employer must inform and train all personnel on the measures that must be taken in case of a 
vehicle and/or loaded body catching fire.

Anytime a loaded vehicle is brought inside a garage, fire extinguishers shall be close at hand.

The employer must also inform employees of an appropriate place to unload the body near the 
maintenance facility (preferably away from traffic, surface drains, and ditches).

ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM vehicles are equipped with a 5-lb fire extinguisher, which is located 
inside the cab. A 20-lb fire extinguisher may also be installed as an option. Each fire extinguisher must 
be checked regularly by qualified personnel.

Figure 2-7      5-lb fire extinguisher
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First Aid Kit

Your vehicle should be equipped with a first aid kit. It should be placed inside the cab for quick access.

Figure 2-8      First aid kit

Triangle Kit

A triangle kit is provided with the truck.

Figure 2-9      Triangle kit

Global Motion Sensors (optional)

The global motion sensors are an optional feature. The sensors are mounted on the tailgate of your 
ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM. The sensors detect obstructions from behind your vehicle and will 
then set the service brake and sound a buzzer to alert the operator of the rear obstruction. Please 
consult your Labrie distributor/dealer for more information.

Rear Vision Camera (optional)

The reverse camera mounted on the back door of the ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM sends images to 
the monitor inside the cab when the transmission is in reverse or when the switch is set to ‘ON’. 
Please consult your Labrie distributor/dealer for more information.
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Figure 2-10      Rear vision camera

Hopper Camera/Side Door Camera (optional)

The hopper and side door cameras send information to the monitor inside the cab when the monitor 
is selected to the proper camera. Please consult your Labrie distributor/dealer for more information.

Figure 2-11      Hopper Camera (optional) left/Side door camera (optional) right/Camera monitor (inside cab) center

Hoist Safety Prop

Your ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM is standardly equipped with a hoist safety prop (see Figure 
2-12). Prior to performing any work around/underneath a lifted body, you must set the hoist safety 
prop. Never use the hoist safety prop to prop a loaded body. Always unload the body prior to setting 
the hoist safety prop. Refer to “Stabilizing a Hoisted Body” on page 38.

Figure 2-12      Hoist safety prop
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IMPORTANT: Always unload the unit before setting the hoist safety prop.

Tailgate Safety Pins

The tailgate pins are located on both sides of the rear of the body. The tailgate pins prevent the 
tailgate from opening accidentally. The pins MUST ALWAYS BE IN LOCK POSITION WHEN 
THE VEHICLE IS IN MOTION. PLACE THEM IN STORED POSITION WHEN 
UNLOADING REFUSE. Refer to “Utilizing Tailgate Pins” on page 35.

Figure 2-13      Tailgate safety pin in stored position

Tailgate Safety Prop

The tailgate safety prop is a standard safety feature on the ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM (see Figure 
2-14). It is fixed to the left-hand side tailgate latch assembly. The tailgate safety prop fits into a bracket 
on the body and prevents the tailgate from closing when your are working beneath/around an open 
tailgate. Refer to “Positioning the Tailgate Safety Prop” on page 36.

Figure 2-14      Tailgate safety prop
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Safety Lockout Tests
Your daily inspection includes completing the safety lockout tests. Successful completion of these 
tests ensure that your vehicle is safe to operate.

If any of these tests fail, do not operate your vehicle until the appropriate adjustment or service has been 
completed.

NOTE: Your ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM Side Loader may be equipped with other safety lockout 
options not mentioned here. Consult your supervisor and/or maintenance department if you 
have any questions or concerns.

Access Ladder Proximity Switch (if equipped)

NOTE: The following test is for units that are equipped with an access ladder.

Performing this test ensures the ASL1 access ladder proximity switch is working. If the access ladder is 
deployed, all hydraulic functions should stop. It is imperative that you do not operate your ALLEY-
GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM with an inoperative or malfunctioning access ladder proximity switch.

IMPORTANT: Remember extreme danger exists when working in or around the hopper!

To perform this test:

1. DEPLOY the access ladder.
2. ENSURE the warning lamp on the control console illuminates (see Figure 3-5), the access ladder 

warning message appears on the IQAN MDM screen (see Figure 2-16), and the buzzer sounds.
3. ATTEMPT to OPEN the tailgate.

All hydraulic functions should be DISABLED.
4. IF ANY hydraulic function is OPERATIONAL when the ladder is deployed, NOTIFY your 

maintenance supervisor immediately.
Location: This proximity switch is located at the base of the access ladder.

1. Automated Side Loader
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Figure 2-15      Access ladder proximity switch

Figure 2-16      IQAN MDM display screen

Arm Limit Switches (2)

Performing this test ensures the Arm not parked message will appear on the IQAN MDM screen 
(see Figure 2-16) when the slide is extended from the home position. Failure to heed this warning 
message may result in serious personal injury or material damage from a lift which is extended 
during travel. This warning also prevents dumping of refuse outside the hopper.

To perform this test:

1. PARK the vehicle in a non-traffic area.
You should have sufficient room to drive approximately 100 yards (91.44 m) forward.

2. EXTEND the slide.
3. CHECK that the warning lamp on the control console illuminates (see Figure 3-6) and the Arm 

not parked message appears on the MDM screen (see Figure 2-16).
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4. DRIVE the vehicle forward and increase engine speed to over 1,000 rpm.
5. STOP the vehicle and return the slide to the ‘HOME’ position (see Figure 2-18). The Arm not 

parked message on the MDM screen should disappear and the warning lamp should turn off.
6. IF the Arm not parked message DOES NOT appear on the MDM screen or the warning lamp 

DOES NOT illuminate when the lift is EXTENDED and the vehicle engine exceeds 1,000 rpm, 
NOTIFY your maintenance supervisor immediately.

IMPORTANT: Do not operate the ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HAND
TM with inoperative or malfunctioning arm limit switches. 

Injury or death may occur.

Location: These limit switches are fixed to the arm support behind the grabber.

Figure 2-17      Arm limit switches

Figure 2-18      Slide retracted and in “HOME” position

Hopper Cover Proximity Switch (if equipped)

NOTE: The following test is for units that are equipped with a hopper cover.

Performing this test ensures that you cannot accidentally dump refuse on top of the hopper cover.
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To perform this test:

1. CLOSE the hopper cover.
2. ATTEMPT a dump cycle with an EMPTY can.
3. If the dump cycle completes, notify your maintenance supervisor immediately.

NOTE: The lift should still function to approximately 2/3 of the full lift height.

Body Raised Proximity Switch

Performing this test ensures you know when the body is properly seated on the chassis. The body 
should always be seated unless unloading or servicing is being performed.

IMPORTANT: Never drive the unit while the body is raised unless unloading.

To perform this test:

1. LOWER the body using the in-cab console body UP/DOWN switch.
2. EXIT the cab and visually CONFIRM that the body is firmly seated on the chassis.
3. REMOVE both tailgate safety pins, and open the tailgate.

A buzzer will sound and a warning lamp on the control console will illuminate (see Figure 3-5).

NOTE: When using in-cab controls, the body will not rise unless the tailgate is OPEN. When using 
manual valve controls, the body can be raised without raising the tailgate. As soon as the body 
reaches a certain height, a buzzer will sound and a warning lamp on the control console will 
illuminate (see Figure 3-5).

4. RAISE the body using the in-cab console body UP/DOWN switch. A body raised message should 
appear on the MDM screen.

5. IF the warning lamp DOES NOT illuminate or the body raised message DOES NOT appear on 
the screen, NOTIFY your maintenance supervisor immediately.

Location: This switch is mounted on the curb side of the chassis frame (see Figure 2-19).

Figure 2-19      BODY RAISED proximity switch
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Lockout Reference Chart

Lockout/Tagout Procedure

Performing the lockout/tagout procedure should be followed whenever you are inspecting, cleaning 
or repairing the ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM Automated Side Loader.

IMPORTANT: Failure to follow the lockout/tagout procedure may result in serious injury or death.

Prior to performing under body work, it is necessary to set the hoist safety prop. Refer to “Hoist 
Safety Prop” on page 28.

To lock out and tag out your ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM unit:

1. SET chassis park brake.
2. TURN OFF engine, REMOVE keys from ignition and STORE keys in a safe controlled area.

It is recommended that you keep the keys on your person.
3. MOVE any one of the hydraulic controls to RELIEVE any residual pressure in the system.
4. PLACE an Out-of-Service tag on the steering wheel using a non-reusable fastener and place an 

Out-of-Service sign in the front window.
5. TURN OFF and LOCK the battery switch.
6. CHOCK the wheels.

Extension ladder deployed - if equipped All hydraulic functions inoperative

Vehicle engine over 1,000 rpm Slide out, grip close, lift up and grabber 
inoperative

Slide not extended beyond hopper Dump inoperative

Lift raised above vertical Grabber OPEN inoperative

Hopper cover closed (or not fully open) - if 
equipped

Lift up function will not operate above 
vertical

Slide in Body up function inoperative

Body raised Slide in function inoperative

Tailgate closed & arm not extended Body will not raise
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Figure 2-20      Lockout tags

Figure 2-21      Shut off engine, remove keys from ignition and store them in a safe controlled area

Utilizing Tailgate Pins
The tailgate pins (see Figure 2-22) must be in lock position unless you are:

 unloading refuse
 servicing the tailgate
The tailgate pins ensure that the tailgate cannot be opened accidentally.

IMPORTANT: Before operating the ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HAND
TM Automated Side Loader, place both tailgate pins in lock 

position.

IMPORTANT: Before opening the tailgate, disengage both tailgate pins from their lock position and place them in 

their strored position.
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Figure 2-22      Tailgate pin

Positioning the Tailgate Safety Prop
A tailgate safety prop has been installed on your ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM Automated Side 
Loader (see Figure 2-24). It is located on the street side of the tailgate. This prop is there for your 
protection. When latched, it ensures that the tailgate will not close while you are working beneath or 
around the tailgate.

IMPORTANT: Never walk or work under the tailgate without first positioning the tailgate prop.

To position the tailgate prop, do the following:

1. ENSURE there is adequate room behind the truck to open the tailgate.
2. REMOVE both tailgate pins from their lock position (see Figure 2-22).
3. OPEN the tailgate by approximately 3 feet (enough to raise the safety prop).
4. PULL the safety prop upward and SET it down.

Figure 2-23      Pulling safety prop upward (left) and setting it down (right)
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5. LOWER the tailgate onto the safety prop.
6. COMPLETE the Lockout/Tagout Procedure.

Refer to “Lockout/Tagout Procedure” on page 34.

Figure 2-24      Tailgate safety prop

Figure 2-25      Danger decal (P/N 0605-794)

IMPORTANT: Never walk or work under the tailgate when it is open unless the tailgate safety prop is in place.
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Stabilizing a Hoisted Body
The ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM Automated Side Loader is equipped with a hoist safety prop 
(see Figure 2-26). This safety prop is designed to stabilize the lifted body, thus allowing you to safely 
work beneath the body.

IMPORTANT: The hoist safety prop must be engaged if access under a lifted body is required. Do not use the hoist 

safety prop to prop a loaded body.

To stabilize a hoisted body:

1. ENSURE that the truck is on solid, level ground and the body is empty.
2. SET the chassis park brake.
3. CHECK for overhead clearance and CHOCK the front and rear tires.
4. UNLATCH the spring storage latch.
5. RAISE the body until the safety prop hangs free.

IMPORTANT: Do not raise the body higher than is required for the prop. If the unlatched prop does not swing into 

place with the body raised, the prop has been damaged and must be repaired prior to use.

6. LOWER the body until the safety prop feet fit into the prop retainer cut-outs and seat securely 
onto the chassis frame.

7. COMPLETE the Lockout/Tagout Procedure. Refer to “Lockout/Tagout Procedure” on 
page 34.

Figure 2-26      Hoist safety prop in engaged position
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Figure 2-27      Warning decal (P/N 0605-835)
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In-Cab Control 
Console

The ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM has a series of 
controls that allow easier operation of the different 
functions that come with the vehicle. These controls 
are located on the in-cab control console.

NOTE: The in-cab control console comes in two models: 
the standard model (see Figure 3-1) and the built-
in model (see Figure 3-2). Your ALLEY-GATOR 
RIGHT-HANDTM has one of them installed on the 
cab doghouse.

NOTE: It is imperative that the operator familiarize 
himself with the layout and function of all the 
controls required to operate the ALLEY-GATOR 
RIGHT-HANDTM.

NOTE: Some controls are options and may therefore not 
be installed on your vehicle.

Figure 3-1      In-cab control console (standard model)
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Figure 3-2      In-cab control console (built-in model)

ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM ASL Control Console
Prior to operating the ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM Automated Side Loader, make certain that you 
have been provided with the proper training related to the operation of the vehicle. Operators must 
be confident with the location, operation and function of all controls and indicators.

Auto-Pack Switch

This switch controls the automatic pack cycle. Depress the switch and release to initiate the 
automatic pack cycle.

NOTE: The switch will illuminate when in auto-pack cycle.

Figure 3-3      Auto-pack switch

Hydraulic Pump Shutoff Push/Pull Button

The hydraulic pump shutoff push/pull button immediately deactivates/activates all hydraulic 
functions. This button is used to stop the AUTO-PACK CYCLE. A light in the button illuminates 
when the hydraulic functions are active.

 PULL UP the button to ACTIVATE the hydraulic pump and hydraulic functions.
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 PUSH DOWN to DEACTIVATE the hydraulic pump and hydraulic functions.

NOTE: Engine RPM must be below 900 to engage pump.

Figure 3-4      Hydraulic pump shutoff button

Danger Warning Lamp

This lamp will illuminate whenever the following occurs:

 The tailgate is ajar
 The body is raised
 The packer blade is stalling
 The access ladder is deployed (if equipped)
 The hydraulic oil is too hot

Figure 3-5      Danger warning lamp

Caution Warning Lamp

This lamp will illuminate whenever the following occurs:
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 The hopper cover (top door) is not open (if installed)
 The arm is not parked

Figure 3-6      Caution warning lamp

Eject/Reverse Switch

This switch is used to reverse the packer panel during auto pack.

 PRESS and HOLD the lower part of the switch to REVERSE the packer panel.

Figure 3-7      Eject/reverse switch

Body Up / Down Switch

The Body switch raises and lowers the ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM body. This is a rocker button 
switch.

 PRESS the upper part of the switch to extend the hoist cylinder and RAISE the body.
 PRESS the lower part of the switch to collapse the hoist cylinder and LOWER the body.
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Figure 3-8      Body Up / Down Switch

NOTE: A message on the MDM screen informs operator of the position of the body. Also, as soon as 
the body reaches a certain height a buzzer sounds.

Doors Enable Switch

This switch must be activated whenever the hopper cover/crusher panel or rear door controls are 
used in order for them to function.

 PRESS and HOLD the upper part of the switch to enable the hopper cover/crusher panel and rear 
door controls.

 RELEASE this switch to disable the hopper cover/crusher panel and rear door controls.

Danger Never drive the vehicle with the body raised as there is a danger that the vehicle may tip 
over.
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Figure 3-9      Doors Enable Switch

Hopper Cover/Crusher Panel Switch

This switch (see Figure 3-10) is used to control the hopper cover (top door) or the crusher panel, if 
installed. It must be used in conjunction with the “Doors Enable” switch beside it.

 PUSH and HOLD the upper part of the switch to OPEN the top door or RAISE the crusher 
panel.

 PUSH and HOLD the lower part of the switch to CLOSE the top door or LOWER the crusher 
panel.

NOTE: The hopper cover and the crusher panel are optional features. If one of them is installed on 
your truck, this button switch is to be used to operate it.

Figure 3-10      Hopper cover/crusher panel switch

NOTE: The upper part of the “Doors Enable” switch must be pressed and held at the same time the 
“Hopper Cover/Crusher Panel” switch is activated in either direction.
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Rear Door Up/Down Switch

This switch opens and closes the rear door. It must be used in conjunction with the “Doors Enable” 
switch beside it. 

IMPORTANT: Remove the tailgate safety pins from each side of the tailgate prior to using this switch.

 PUSH and HOLD the upper part of the switch to OPEN the rear door. The in-cab buzzer and the 
back-up alarm will sound.

 PUSH and HOLD the lower part of the switch to CLOSE the rear door. The in-cab buzzer and 
the back-up alarm will silence as soon as the rear door is closed.

Figure 3-11      Rear door Up/Down switch

NOTE: The upper part of the “Doors Enable” switch must be pressed and held at the same time the 
“Rear Door” switch is activated in either direction.

Remote Joystick Control

This is an optional control used to supply or cut power to a remote joystick mounted inside or 
outside the cab. Pressing the toggle up provides power to the remote joystick. In the center position 
power to the remote joystick is cut off.

Figure 3-12      Location of the remote joystick control
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Hopper Lamp Switch

This is an optional switch used to control the lamp mounted behind the arm on the hopper, 
illuminating the hopper area. Pressing the toggle upward will turn on the lamp. Pressing it back down 
to the center position turns the lamp off.

Figure 3-13      Hopper lamp switch

Pack Lamp Switch

This is an optional switch used to control the lamp mounted behind the cab, illuminating the packer 
area. Pressing the toggle upward will turn on the lamp. Pressing it back down to the center position 
turns the lamp off.

Figure 3-14      Pack lamp switch
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Backup Lamp Switch

This is an optional switch used to control the backup lamps located on the tailgate near the center 
brake light. It will also control the fender mounted backup lamps if your vehicle is so equipped. 
Pressing the toggle up will illuminate the lamps. With the switch in the center position, the lamps are 
off. Pressing the toggle to the lower position puts the lamps in ‘auto’ mode, whereby they only 
illuminate when the transmission is in reverse.

Figure 3-15      Backup lamp switch

Strobe Lamp Switch

This is an optional switch used to control the strobe lamp, usually located on the tailgate near the 
center brake light. It will also control a front body mounted strobe lamp if your vehicle is so equipped. 
Pressing the toggle up will illuminate the lamps. With the switch in the center position, the lamps are 
off. Pressing the toggle to the lower position puts the lamps in ‘auto’ mode, whereby they only 
illuminate when the hydraulic pump is on.

Figure 3-16      Strobe lamp switch
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MDM Control Module

This module (see Figure 3-17) displays many warnings as well as other information such as the hours 
of operation of the ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM and the number of bins emptied into the hopper.

This module is fully programmable. It has function and control buttons as well as a graphical display 
which informs the operator of the status of the different functions of the truck and of any potential 
problems.

If an error occurs, the module will warn the operator with a signal, and a message will appear on the 
display screen.

All communication with the control system takes place from the MDM via the CAN-bus network.

Figure 3-17      MDM control module

Lift Controls

Joystick / Thumbswitch

The joystick is located on the right-hand drive central armrest.

Figure 3-18      Joystick

To release 
container

To grip 
container
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The joystick controls the slide “extend” and arm “raise” functions and operates on 90o angles. The 
thumbswitches engage and release the grabber.

 SHIFT the joystick RIGHT to EXTEND the arm.
 DEPRESS the RIGHT-hand side thumbswitch to ACTIVATE the grabber and securely grip the 

container.
 SHIFT the joystick LEFT to RETRACT the arm.
 PULL the joystick BACK to RAISE the lift.
 PUSH the joystick FORWARD to LOWER the lift.
 DEPRESS the LEFT-hand side thumbswitch to RELEASE the container.

NOTE: When the engine is running over 1000 rpm, you can still open the grippers and retract the arm, 
but all other functions are disabled.

Figure 3-19      Joystick functions

NOTE: If there is a deadman switch on the joystick, it must be pressed and held for the joystick 
functions to work.

Auxiliary Arm Controls
Some trucks are equipped with auxiliary arm controls under the right-hand side seat. These arm 
controls may vary according to the truck model.
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Figure 3-20      Auxiliary arm controls

Auxiliary arm controls have the same functions as does the joystick. They allow the operator to 
control the arm and the grabber from outside the cab. To use these auxiliary arm controls, simply 
press and hold the deadman switch (see Figure 3-20).

Below are decals that show the functions of each of these controls.

Figure 3-21      Auxiliary arm control decals

Deadman switch

Grabber control

Arm control
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Operating Position Switch
Located on the in-cab console, this switch (see Figure 3-22) allows the driver to switch from one 
driving position to the other.

 Move the switch to the right for driving from the right-hand side seat.
 Move the switch to the left for driving from the left-hand side seat.

Figure 3-22      Operating position switch

Labrie Enviroquip Group recommends driving the ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM from the left-
hand side driving position. However, you can use the right-hand side driving position when collecting 
refuse door-to-door, but only in such a case.

There are several safety issues involved when changing driving positions. Labrie Enviroquip Group 
recommends the following procedure.

To change the driving position:

1. STOP the vehicle and APPLY the parking brake.
2. TURN OFF the hydraulic pump (see Figure 3-4).
3. MOVE to the desired driving position (left or right).
4. PLACE the OPERATING POSITION switch to the desired position (LH or RH). 
5. If moving to the right-hand side, REMOVE the pedal cover (if so equipped).
6. ADJUST the mirrors to ensure an adequate field of view from the selected driving position.
7. START the engine.
8. TURN ON the hydraulic pump (see Figure 3-4).

Warning! Driving from the right-hand side position is subject to strict regulation by the city or state/

province, especially as regards to the maximum speed allowed. Operators/drivers must 

comply with all applicable rules for driving from the right-hand side position.
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Operating the 
ALLEY-GATOR 
RIGHT-HANDTM

Prior to Vehicle Operation
Prior to operating your ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-
HANDTM Automated Side Loader, ensure that you 
have been provided with the proper training related to 
the safe operation of the vehicle. As an operator, you 
must be familiar with the location, operation and 
function of all controls and warning indicators 
provided and adhere to all safety rules and procedures.

NOTE: Some controls are options and may therefore not 
be installed on your vehicle.

Prior to starting the ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM, 
operators are required to perform a daily pre-trip 
inspection.

Review the Operator Pre-Trip Inspection provided on 
the following page.

Ensure that all malfunctions or concerns are reported 
to your supervisor and/or maintenance department.

Prior to engaging in your route, consult with your 
supervisor for specific driving rules.

Remember to obey all speed restrictions and road 
regulations.

Qualified Operators Only

All persons operating the ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-
HANDTM must have the correct state/province issued 
license to drive the chassis that the ALLEY-GATOR 
RIGHT-HANDTM is mounted to, which includes 
certification to operate vehicles equipped with air 
brakes.
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Operator Pre-Trip Inspection: Prior to Starting 
the Vehicle

The following check list should be completed prior to starting the engine. 

Arm Inspection Procedure

On a daily basis, perform a visual inspection of the arm, looking for leaks, cracks or premature wear of 
the moving parts. See Lubrication Chart on page 21 for detailed greasing points.

Table 1 Operator Check List

√ Tasks to be done

Ensure the engine is not running and the chassis park brake is set.

Check cleanliness of decals, mirrors, windows, lights, and the vehicle in general.

Check safety equipment is present (i.e. fire extinguisher, first aid kit, spill kit).

Check body is seated flat relative to chassis. Is it leaning?

Check body mounts to chassis are tight and there are no cracks.

Check body for unusual wear, distortion, cracking, leaning, leaking.

Check hydraulic oil level in sight gauge on tank. Cylinders must be collapsed.

Check hydraulic tank valves are fully open.

Check hydraulic cylinders for leaks, and mounting pins are secure.

Check that the access ladder is in stored position (if installed).

Confirm tailgate is fully closed and BOTH tailgate pins are in place.

Check that the lift is fully retracted and in the ‘HOME’ position.

Start the vehicle and visually confirm the following:

Warning light activates when slide is extended, arm is raised, or grabber is engaged 
when not stowed.

Danger! Do not stand directly in the path of the arm while performing the inspection.
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Proceed with the following inspection procedure:

1. MAKE SURE the vehicle is on safe level ground.
2. ENSURE the parking brake is applied and the vehicle is tagged out for maintenance purposes 

(see Lockout/Tagout Procedure on page 34).
3. START the engine and ENGAGE the hydraulic pump by pulling up the Hydraulic Pump Shutoff 

button (see Figure 3-4).
4. Fully EXTEND the arm.
5. TURN OFF the hydraulic pump by pressing the Hydraulic Pump Shutoff button (see Figure 

3-4).
6. TURN OFF the engine.
7. PERFORM a visual inspection of the following items:

• Mounting bolts;

• Rollers and bearings;

Caution! Apply the Lockout/Tagout procedure at all times.
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• Bolt locks;

• Pivots;
• Grabber;
• Hoses and connections;

• Cylinders.
8. CHECK for loose nuts and bolts.
9. CHECK limit switches. REFER to the Maintenance Manual for more details.

En Route
Consult with your supervisor for specific rules regarding driving the Automated Side Loader in your 
location.

IMPORTANT: Please remember the following important points:

 The tailgate MUST BE fully CLOSED with BOTH safety pins in place.
 ENSURE hopper cover is CLOSED (if equipped) or crusher panel is RAISED (if equipped).
 ENSURE the body is FIRMLY SEATED on the chassis.
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 OBEY speed restrictions and road regulations.

Figure 4-1      Safety pin

Loading the Hopper

NOTE: Ensure all controls are ENABLED for right-hand/or left-hand drive operation.

To load the hopper, do the following:

1. PULL UP the Hydraulic Pump Shutoff button (see Figure 3-4).
2. ACTIVATE AUTO-PACK (see Figure 4-2).
3. OPEN the hopper cover (if equipped).
4. RAISE the crusher panel (if equipped).
5. POSITION the lift parallel to the container.

IMPORTANT: Be sure there is enough clearance to dump the container.

6. Using joystick, SLIDE arm out to reach container (see Figure 4-3).
7. Using joystick, ADJUST grabber height (see Figure 4-3).
8. Using right thumbswitch, GRIP container firmly (see Figure 3-18).
9. RAISE container.
10. Pull joystick to RAISE grabber completely (see Figure 4-3).

The garbage should then fall down into the hopper.
11. Using joystick, LOWER grabber (see Figure 4-3).

Ensure container is empty before returning it back to the ground.
12. PUT BACK container where it was (see Figure 4-3).

To open grabber and release container, press on the left thumbswitch (see Figure 3-18).
13. RETRACT the arm (if extended).
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Figure 4-2      Auto-Pack button

Figure 4-3      Joystick functions

Warning! Do not open grabber while lifting up container. This may result in equipment damage and/or 

injury.

Warning! Do not move vehicle if arm is not fully retracted along the hopper.
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Auto-Packing
The following is the Auto-Packing procedure:

1. OPEN the hopper cover (if equipped).

NOTE: The hopper cover is only designed to prevent refuse from being blown away during transport. 
It should not be closed during packing. Serious damage may result if in the closed position.

2. RAISE the crusher panel (if equipped).
3. PRESS and RELEASE the Auto-Pack push button (see Figure 4-2).

This will initiate the AUTO-PACK cycle; the pendulum packer blade will complete continuous 
sweeps of the hopper.

NOTE: The ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM Automated Side Loader’s AUTO-PACK cycle operates 
independently of the dump cycle. Refuse may be emptied into the hopper at any time during 
the AUTO-PACK cycle.

4. You may STOP the AUTO-PACK cycle at any time by pushing the Hydraulic Pump Shutoff 
button (see Figure 3-4).

ASL Body Capacity
Knowing when your ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM Side Loader is nearing capacity is critical! 
Indications that your Side Loader is nearing capacity include:

 the packer blade fails to complete a full sweep of the hopper;
 the packer blade is stalling (a message indicating this condition is displayed on the MDM screen);
 the bin count approaches the number of bins which usually fill the body (the number of bins 

emptied in the hopper is displayed on the MDM screen).

Preparing to Drive to the Landfill

NOTE: FOLLOW COMPANY OR LOCAL REGULATIONS ON DRIVING TO LANDFILL FROM 
RIGHT OR LEFT SIDE.

 Ensure no refuse is on top of the body.
 Ensure IN-CAB WARNING LAMP is OFF.

Preparing to Unload at the Landfill
Apply the following procedure:

1. LOCATE an appropriate ground surface to unload.
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It should be solid and level beneath and ahead of the Side Loader. Check to ensure there is 
adequate room for the tailgate to open.

IMPORTANT: Serious injury or mechanical damage could result if ground is unstable.

2. STRAIGHTEN the wheels.
3. SET the chassis park brake.
4. PULL UP the Hydraulic Pump Shutoff button to TURN ON the hydraulic pump (see Figure 

3-4).
The light in the button will illuminate.

5. PUSH the lower part of the rear door UP/DOWN switch (see Figure 3-11).
This will relieve any pressure from the tailgate pins and aid removal.

6. REMOVE both tailgate pins (see Figure 2-22).

Figure 4-4      Warning decal

Unloading at Landfill
To unload carried refuse at landfill:

1. OPEN the tailgate.
The warning lamp on the control console will illuminate (see Figure 3-5) and the back-up alarm 
will sound.

NOTE: The tailgate must be fully open while unloading.

2. LOWER the arm completely to allow the body to clear when raised.
3. PRESS the Auto-Pack button (see Figure 4-2).

The AUTO-PACK cycle will clear the hopper of any refuse while unloading.
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4. RAISE the body fully.

NOTE: The body cannot be raised with the arm not completely down and the tailgate closed.

5. RELEASE the chassis park brake.

NOTE: The foot brake should be released while you unload to allow the force of the load to push the 
unit forward. Always be alert of what is in front of the side loader.

6. DRIVE the unit slightly forward as the refuse is unloaded.
This prevents refuse from building up under the tailgate.

NOTE: The side loader's center of gravity is very high when the body is raised. Keep distance traveled 
to a minimum.

7. When unloading is completed, SET the chassis park brake.
8. LOWER the body and CLOSE the tailgate.

The warning lamp on the control console will extinguish (see Figure 3-5) and the buzzer will stop 
when the body is firmly seated on the chassis and the tailgate is completely closed.

9. PUSH DOWN the Hydraulic Pump Shutoff button (see Figure 3-4).
The AUTO-PACK cycle will stop.

Hopper & Body Cleaning
The ALLEY-GATOR RIGHT-HANDTM Automated Side Loader body and hopper are self-cleaning. 
DAILY CLEANING IS UNNECESSARY.

Occasionally, maintenance personnel may wish to wash out the hopper and body. Be sure to follow 
the Lockout/Tagout procedure and take all necessary precautions before entering the body. Refer to 
“Lockout/Tagout Procedure” on page 34.

IMPORTANT: Under no circumstances should the operator enter the body or hopper.

Transportation Preparations
Apply the following procedure:

1. OPEN the tailgate until it is approximately 4 ft. (1.2 m) from the tailgate seal.
2. POSITION the tailgate safety prop.

Refer to “Positioning the Tailgate Safety Prop” on page 36.
3. COMPLETE the lockout/tagout procedure.

Refer to “Lockout/Tagout Procedure” on page 34.
4. CLEAN the tailgate seal area of debris.
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IMPORTANT: Do not stand under the raised tailgate unless you have followed the proper lockout/tagout 

procedure and have set the tailgate safety prop.

Figure 4-5      Warning decal (P/N 0605-794)

5. REVERSE the lockout/tagout procedure.
6. REMOVE the tailgate safety prop.
7. CLOSE the tailgate completely.
8. SET the tailgate pins.
9. ENSURE the lift is in the ‘HOME’ position.
10. TURN OFF the hydraulic pump with the Hydraulic Pump Shutoff button (see Figure 3-4).

Shutting Down your ASL
To shut down your ASL:

1. PARK the side loader on a solid, level surface.
2. SET chassis park brake.
3. RETURN the lift to the “HOME” position.
4. TURN OFF the hydraulic pump by pushing down the Hydraulic Pump Shutoff button 

(see Figure 3-4).
The light in the button will turn off.

5. SWITCH OFF all light switches.
6. SHUT the vehicle OFF following the chassis manufacturer's recommendations.
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